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Mission
We are at the forefront of investment management science and 
passionate about creating sustainable wealth for our clients.

INNOVATIVE AND CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Our goal is to build client partnerships with customized investment solutions that respond 
to evolving investment needs, supported by our well-rounded offering of traditional and 
alternative investment strategies. 

EXCELLENCE IN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
Our highly experienced, award-winning investment teams aim to deliver superior 
risk-adjusted, long-term returns. 

EXCEPTIONAL PERSONALIZED SERVICE AND ACCESSIBILITY
A broad team of dedicated and seasoned professionals offering personalized service 
continually strives to provide the highest level of service in order to exceed our clients’ 
expectations, maintain trust and build long-term relationships. 

INTEGRITY, EXCELLENCE AND INNOVATION
We work to achieve excellence through strong management practices, sound business 
principles and a high level of ethical conduct, with respect for each individual and 
accountability to our clients.

A Client-Driven Approach
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Organization
Fiera Capital Corporation is a global independent asset management firm with over  
$145 billion in AUM as at March 31, 2019.

Firm Overview 
We deliver customized multi-asset solutions across traditional and 
alternative asset classes to institutional, retail and private wealth 
clients across North America, Europe and key markets in Asia. We 
strive to be at the forefront of investment management science 
and we are passionate about creating sustainable wealth for clients.

Our unique approach to investing is rooted in the firm’s 
Canadian heritage, our expanding international presence, and 
a commitment to being both disciplined and entrepreneurial 
in how we evaluate opportunities. Our integrated model offers 
clients the scale, resources and reach of a global asset manager 
coupled with the client-centric approach of a multi-boutique firm.

At Fiera Capital, we recognize that the investment landscape 
is constantly evolving. Our teams collaborate and seek to draw 
on the global industry’s most innovative and diverse offerings 
to craft strategies that meet the needs of any client, anywhere. 
We have the ambition to extend our reach globally and the 
determination to provide the best solutions with excellence.

As a public company, we seek to adhere to the highest 
governance and risk management standards and operate with 
transparency and integrity to create value for our customers and 
our shareholders over the long term. Fiera Capital trades under 
the ticker FSZ on the Toronto Stock Exchange.



 53 %  |  Institutional

 25 %  |  Retail and Strategic   
      Partnerships

  22 %  |  Private Wealth
(as at March 31, 2019)

AUM per Client Type

  57 %  |  Canada

  32 %  |  United States

  11 %  |  Europe and other
(as at March 31, 2019)

AUM per Geography

 46 %  |  Fixed income

 44 %  |  Equity

  10 %  |  Alternative and other 
(as at March 31, 2019)

AUM per Asset Class
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Collaboration is a shared  

value that is increasingly coming 

into play as Fiera Capital grows 

and evolves. This collaborative 

approach enables our clients 

to experience the strength and 

breadth of our organization and 

its myriad capabilities.

US$108.4  
billion

US$108.4 
billion

US$108.4  
billion
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Innovative Investment Solutions

FIXED INCOME STRATEGIES

Fiera Capital’s active management approach to fixed 
income strategies aims to enhance overall portfolio returns 
in virtually any interest rate or economic environment. 
Fiera Capital offers an array of fixed income solutions that 
provide opportunities to add value within a disciplined 
risk-controlled framework to suit a number of investment 
objectives. Other options include term loans, which are less 
sensitive to interest rate variations, and global fixed income 
products that provide currency diversification.

Money Market Short-Term Bonds

Aggregate Universe Bonds Long-Term Bonds

Tax-Efficient Bonds Preferred Shares

Corporate Bonds High Yield

Infrastructure Debt Global Fixed Income

Term Loans

ASSET ALLOCATION 
Fiera Capital’s approach to asset allocation is 
focused on fundamental economic and market 
research. Decisions made by the firm’s asset 
allocation team, supported by experienced 
portfolio managers from major asset classes, 
aim to reflect the investment and capital 
market environment anticipated to unfold over 
the subsequent 12 months. These carefully 
constructed macroeconomic scenarios are key 
to determining both the direction and size of 
positions vis-à-vis the various asset classes. Our 
asset allocation strategies include:

•  BALANCED MANDATES

•  OVERLAY STRATEGIES

•  ADVISORY

MULTI-ASSET CLASS SOLUTIONS
In keeping with the diverse nature of its 
investment offerings, Fiera Capital employs a 
multi-faceted approach to risk management 
designed to address client-specific investment and 
risk profiles. Investment professionals work hand 
in hand with clients to ensure long-term value 
is factored into their particular risk and return 
objectives. Our multi-asset class solutions include:

•  LIABILITY-DRIVEN  INVESTMENTS

•  SYSTEMATIC SOLUTIONS

•  CURRENCY HEDGING
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EQUITY STRATEGIES ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

Fundamental research is the cornerstone of Fiera Capital’s 
approach to equity strategies. Those looking to invest 
in equities benefit from the firm’s exceptional expertise 
and established track record in this asset class. Whether 
investing in Canadian, U.S., global, international, European 
or emerging and frontier equity strategies, in every 
instance, meticulous research methods are used to identify 
companies for inclusion in a given portfolio.   

Fiera Capital’s set of alternative strategies provides a 
choice of innovative solutions with the potential for higher 
growth, greater yields, stronger absolute returns and less 
volatility for investors seeking to diversify their portfolios. 
The firm’s alternative strategies include hedge funds and 
private alternative investments focused on real estate, 
infrastructure, private lending, agriculture and private equity 
– sectors with a liquidity risk premium that historically 
has been difficult for many investors to access. Teams 
of investment professionals specializing in each of these 
strategies aim to generate superior returns that are less 
correlated to market cycles than traditional fixed income 
and equity strategies.

Canadian Equity International Equity Real Estate Long/Short Equity

Canadian Dividend U.S. Equity Infrastructure Income Opportunities

Low Volatility U.S. Equity Small and Mid Agriculture Fund of Hedge Funds

Low Beta Emerging Markets Private Lending Emerging Market  
Neutral Equity

Small Cap Frontier Markets
Commercial Real Estate 
Debt

Global Market Neutral 
Equity

Micro Cap Global Equity Residential Loans North American Market 
Neutral Equity

Private Equity Multi Strategy Income
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ESG Integration

Positive Screening/ Best in class

Active inclusion of companies that lead their peers in the 
management and mitigation of ESG risk exposures.

Negative/Ethical Screening

Sector screening or business involvement screening are 
applied to an investment strategy. Depending on a clients 
objectives, a security can be deemed ineligible if, for example, 
it derives more than 10% of its revenue from: firearms, 
gambling, military contracting, tobacco, or cannabis.

Thematic and Impact

Strategies designed to address sustainability themes or 
achieve impact targets with the intention to generate positive, 
measurable social and environmental impact and financial return.

Responsible Investing
We have a duty to act professionally, responsibly and diligently in the best interests of our 
investors and stakeholders with a view to create long-term, sustainable value. 

A Conscientious Steward of Capital
Organizations that understand and successfully manage material 
ESG factors and associated risks and opportunities tend to create 
more resilient, higher-quality businesses and assets, and are 
therefore better-positioned to deliver sustainable value over the 
long term. We believe there are multiple approaches to managing 
stocks, bonds and alternative investments. Fiera Capital’s 
independent team structure allows us to offer a diverse range 
of investment strategies across asset classes and risk spectrums 
using a wide variety of investment styles. This flexible approach 
allows our investment teams to adopt integration techniques that 
are consistent with their investment philosophy.

Fiera Capital has been a signatory to the United Nations-
supported Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI) since 
2009. As a conscientious steward of capital with a growing 
global reputation and reach, Fiera Capital continues to thrive in 

its approach to responsible investment. This entails thoroughly 
integrating the assessment of material environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) risk factors into how we manage assets on 
behalf of our clients.

Responsible Investment Spectrum
As a longstanding signatory of UN PRI, Fiera Capital’s approach to 
responsible investment has developed significantly. Beyond our 
negative/ethical screening, our investment teams have refined their 
capabilities to give clients access to a spectrum of approaches, in 
order to best address their different financial and non-financial 
objectives. While ESG Integration is entrenched in the investment 
philosophies of our teams, some of them are capable of addressing 
more precise objectives that are achieved through a positive 
screening/best-in-class, thematic, or impact approach.

Approach ESG Integration

Sustainable Investing

Impact Only
Negative/Ethical 

Screening
Positive Screening 

/ Best-in-class
Thematic and 

Impact

Risk & Return
Profile Sole Focus Primary Focus

Dual Focus
None

Impact Profile None Secondary Focus Sole Focus

Client Objectives 100% RETURNS 100% IMPACT

ESG Integration

Material ESG factors that can positively or negatively 
impact the long-term intrinsic value of a company are taken 
into consideration, and where applicable, in our fundamental 
analysis of the investments.

Positive Screening/Best-in-class

Negative/Ethical Screening

Thematic and Impact

Responsible Investment Spectrum



Leading in Private  
Alternative Investment 
Strategies
Since its inception, Fiera Capital has positioned itself as a 
leader in the non-traditional investments space. Today, the 
firm offers a broad spectrum of private alternative 
strategies that provide exceptional opportunities for 
increased diversity and state-of-the art asset allocation. 
Private alternative solutions focus on real estate, 
infrastructure, private lending, Asian credit, agriculture and 
private equity – sectors which customarily have been 
difficult for many investors to access – enabling clients to 
address their capital appreciation and income objectives 
while enjoying a measure of protection against inflation. 
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Fiera Private Debt is a leading Canadian non-bank lender that 
serves as the firm’s in-house private lending platform. With over 
$3 billion in loans since inception, the company offers short term, 
variable rate loans under 24 months in real estate financing as 
well as interim business financing. Fiera Private Debt’s mandate is 
to deploy investor capital for investors seeking higher yields and 
lower volatility.

With the acquisition of Integrated Asset Management,  
Fiera Private Debt is expanding the depth of its products offering 
to include long term senior secured investment grade and 
infrastructure loans. 

Our seasoned team of professionals brings expertise in loan 
origination, research and underwriting along with renowned 
governance, designed to protect investor capital.

Fiera Infrastructure offers investors the opportunity to diversify 
their portfolios through access to a sought-after global asset 
class that aims to deliver attractive risk-adjusted returns over 
a long-term holding period. Fiera Infrastructure’s strategy 
aims to invest in a portfolio of global, mid-market, core and 
core-plus assets. Our portfolio is diversified from both a 
geographical and sub-sector perspective, and includes hydro-
electric generation facilities, regulated utilities, wind and solar 
projects, telecommunication and public-private partnership 
assets in North America and Europe. 

Fiera Infrastructure’s team has a sound track record of 
acquiring high-quality infrastructure assets, developing a 
global network of relationships, showing strong expertise in 
transaction execution and ensuring a rigorous approach to 
asset management. The team is highly committed to ensuring 
robust governance and risk management practices are in place, 
while proactively identifying opportunities to improve the 
performance of acquired assets.  

Our expanded offering of private 

alternative strategies provides 

investors seeking to diversify their 

portfolios with a choice of innovative 

solutions that leverage talent and 

execution and with a liquidity-risk 

premium, while offering the  

potential for higher growth, higher 

yields, stronger absolute returns and 

less volatility.
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Fiera Comox Private Equity seeks to provide a complete 
private equity solution through a diversified global portfolio 
of corporate private equity investments and to generate 
attractive absolute returns over the long-term for our clients. 
Having managed two of the world’s leading institutional private 
equity portfolios, our private equity team has complementary 
experience across the full spectrum of private equity investing. 

Fiera Comox Agriculture is dedicated to building a diversified 
global portfolio of assets – primarily farmland – and aims to 
generate stable and attractive returns over the long-term 
for investors. Our highly experienced agriculture team has 
previously acquired close to 5 million acres of land globally  
while generating a leading track record of returns.

Real estate is widely acknowledged as an attractive element 
of multi-asset portfolios, thanks to inherent investment 
characteristics that include stable returns and protection against 
inflation. Through direct investment in high-quality real estate 
across Canada and the United Kingdom, Fiera Real Estate 
offers best-in-class strategies, ranging from income-oriented core 
strategies to higher-yielding value-add and opportunistic strategies, 
designed to produce growing income and stable total returns. Its 
focus is primarily on institutional-grade office, industrial and multi-
residential properties, along with select retail opportunities.

Clearwater Capital Partners provides investors with access 
to a full spectrum of Asian credit investment opportunities, 
including direct lending, secondary credit and special situations. 
Our investment solutions offer diversification through access 
to compelling, downside-protected and cash-generative 
investments with low correlation to traditional and non-
traditional investments alike.
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Risk Management 
Risk management is a cornerstone of Fiera Capital’s investment 
culture. Embedded in all of its investment processes is a rigorous 
approach to risk management whereby the firm strives to achieve 
optimal performance with an appropriate level of risk. Investment 
teams are supported by local risk management and investment 
analytics teams. 

Global Chief Investment Office Committee
Fiera Capital’s Global Chief Investment Office (CIO) Committee 
oversees the firm’s investment policy and strategy as well as 
aspects of risk management, operations and governance across all 
of Fiera Capital’s investment activities. 

The Global CIO Committee is responsible for ensuring 
that all investment processes reflect the firm’s corporate 
values of accountability through performance, innovation and 
entrepreneurship. As well, the Committee ensures that vital 
know-how and best practices are shared across divisions and that 
the global investment vision is adequately reflected in each of 
Fiera Capital’s businesses. 

The Global CIO committee is composed of the Global Chief 
Investment Officer, the Vice President of Global Asset Allocation 
and the Chief Investment Officers of its Canadian, U.S. and 
European divisions. Fiera Capital also ensures, through the CIO 
Office committee, that portfolio managers have autonomy 
and retain full discretion over both investment and portfolio-
construction decisions. Maintaining a flat structure helps 
preserve the firm’s entrepreneurial spirit and drive for exceptional 
performance in portfolio management.

Portfolio Administration
Monitoring of a broad range of portfolio metrics is part of the 
Information and Business Solutions team. This team operates 
separately from the investment function – ensuring complete 
independence – in areas ranging from data sourcing to metrics 
calculations and publishing.

Legal and Compliance
Fiera Capital’s Legal and Compliance group ensures that the 
highest ethical standards are consistently upheld at all levels 
of the organization. This function operates independently from 
the firm’s investment, client-service, portfolio-administration 
and performance-measurement groups. It monitors 
compliance with legal and regulatory requirements as well as 
internal policies and procedures.

Fiera Capital is a member of the Canadian Coalition 
for Good Governance. As well, its Canadian, U.S. and 
European divisions operate in compliance with the Global 
Investment Performance Standards.

Adding Value Through Commitment,  
Experience and Engagement
A rigorous approach to risk management, backed by a highly experienced management  
team that scrutinizes all aspects of portfolio administration, investment practices  
and legal and compliance considerations, represents added value and assurance for  
Fiera Capital clients and shareholders.
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Fostering Excellence 
Fiera Capital’s key competitive advantages are the firm’s entrepreneurial and client-driven 
culture as well as the structure that we have put in place which fosters excellence in terms 
of investment management. 

Multi-Boutique Investment Team Structure
Fiera Capital is structured in such a way as to allow investment 
teams to operate independently from one another and to focus 
entirely on what they do best; invest on behalf of clients. They 
are empowered to make all hiring decisions, system-related 
investments and, as previously mentioned, they have final 
authority on capacity-related decisions. We believe this structure 
affords our clients the benefits of an employee-owned, single-style 
boutique, while allowing them to benefit from the resources of a 
large scale, diversified investment manager. Our investment team 
structure is a key tool in talent retention and given the nature of 
the asset management business, we believe the retention of top 
talent is a critical success factor. 

Fiera Capital believes that its key competitive advantages are 
the pragmatic multi-boutique investment team structure and their 
investment first, performance-driven culture. 

Fiera Capital provides critical oversight, infrastructure, and 
resources to ensure that investment teams are highly focused on 
its core investment management activities. 

The firm’s CIO office provides oversight and advisory 
support on a vast array of processes including risk management, 
investment analytics support and opportunities for new product/
strategy development, ensuring that the team is focused on 
delivering strong returns for its clients. 

Nadim Rizk
Senior Vice President and Lead Portfolio Manager, Global Equities
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Fiera Capital Corporation is a global asset management firm with affiliates in various 
jurisdictions (collectively, “Fiera Capital”). The information and opinions expressed 
herein relate to Fiera Capital’s investment advisory services and investment funds 
and are provided for informational purposes only. It is subject to change and should 
not be relied upon as the basis of any investment or disposition decisions. While not 
exhaustive in nature, these Important Disclosures provide important information 
about Fiera Capital and its services and are intended to be read and understood in 
association with all materials available at Fiera Capital’s websites.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments pose the risk of loss 
and there is no guarantee that any of the benefits expressed herein will be achieved or 
realized. Valuations and returns are computed and stated in Canadian dollars, unless 
otherwise noted. 
The information provided herein does not constitute investment advice and it should not 
be relied on as such. It should not be considered a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell 
a security. It does not take into account any investor’s particular investment objectives, 
strategies, tax status or investment horizon. There is no representation or warranty as to 
the current accuracy of, nor liability for, decisions based on such information. Any opinions 
expressed herein reflect a judgment at the date of publication and are subject to change. 
Although statements of fact and data contained in this presentation have been obtained 
from, and are based upon, sources that we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee 
their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete or condensed. No liability 
will be accepted for any direct, indirect or consequential loss or damage of any kind arising 
out of the use of all or any of this material.
Certain information contained in this document constitutes “forward-looking 
statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology 
such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” 
“continue,” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or 
comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or 
results or the actual performance may differ materially from those reflected or 
contemplated in such forward- looking statements.
Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector 
should not be considered an indication of trading intent of any funds or accounts 
managed by any Fiera Capital entity.
Each entity of Fiera Capital only provides investment advisory services or offers 
investment funds in the jurisdictions where such member and/or the relevant product 
is registered or authorized to provide such services pursuant to an exemption from 
such registration. These include the entities listed below. This document is issued by 
Fiera Capital and approved by its affiliates where this document is published. Where an 

entity operates under an exemption from registration (the “Exempt Entities”), only its 
jurisdiction of incorporation is listed. Details on the particular registration and offering 
exemptions for the Exempt Entities’ activities are available upon request.
• Fiera Capital Corporation – Canada, registered: (i) in the categories of exempt 
market dealer and portfolio manager in all Provinces and Territories of Canada (ii) 
in the category of investment fund manager in the Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, 
Newfoundland and Labrador; (iii) as a commodity trading manager pursuant to the 
Commodity Futures Act (Ontario), (iv) as an adviser under the Commodity Futures 
Act (Manitoba) and, (v) in Quebec, as derivatives portfolio manager pursuant to the 
Derivatives Act (Québec); 
• Fiera Capital Inc. – United States, registered as (i) an investment adviser with the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”)* and (ii) a commodity pool operator 
with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 
• Bel Air Investment Advisors LLC—United States, registered as an investment adviser 
with the SEC*.  
• Fiera Capital (UK) Limited – United Kingdom, authorized and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. United States, registered as an investment adviser with the SEC*. 
• Fiera Capital (IOM) Limited – Isle of Man, licensed by the Isle of Man Financial 
Services Authority. United States, registered as an investment adviser with the SEC*.  
• Fiera Properties Limited – A corporation incorporated under the laws of the province 
of Ontario (Canada). 
• Fiera Private Lending Inc. – A corporation incorporated under the laws of the province 
of Quebec (Canada). 
• Fiera Infrastructure Inc. – A corporation incorporated under the laws of Canada. 
• Fiera Comox Partners Inc. – A corporation incorporated under the laws of Canada. 
• Clearwater Capital Partners Singapore Pte Ltd. – Singapore, licensed by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore for the provision of Capital Markets Services in Fund 
Management and an Exempt Reporting Adviser with the SEC*. 
• Clearwater Capital Partners Hong Kong Limited – Hong Kong, licensed by the 
Securities and Futures Commission for the provision of Type 9 Asset Management 
services and an Exempt Reporting Adviser with the SEC*. 
• Clearwater Capital Partners, L.P. – Cayman Islands,  registered with the Cayman 
Islands Monetary Authority under the category of Securities, Excluded Persons and an 
Exempt Reporting Adviser with the SEC*.
* Neither registration with nor regulation by the SEC implies a certain level of skill or 
training.

NORTH AMERICA

Montreal
Fiera Capital Corporation 
1981 McGill College Avenue 
Suite 1500 
Montreal, Quebec  H3A 0H5 
T  1 800 361-3499

Toronto 
Fiera Capital Corporation 
1 Adelaide Street East 
Suite 600 
Toronto, Ontario  M5C 2V9 
T  1 800 994-9002

Calgary 
Fiera Capital Corporation 
607 8th Avenue SW  
Suite 300
Calgary, Alberta  T2P 0A7
T  403 699-9000

Vancouver 
Fiera Capital Corporation 
1040 West Georgia Street  
Suite 520 
Vancouver, British Columbia  V6E 4H1 
T  1 877 737-4433

New York 
Fiera Capital Inc. 
375 Park Avenue  
8th Floor 
New York, New York  10152 
T  212 300-1600

Boston 
Fiera Capital Inc. 
One Lewis Wharf 
3rd Floor 
Boston, Massachusetts  02110 
T  857 264-4900

Dayton 
Fiera Capital Inc. 
10050 Innovation Drive  
Suite 120 
Dayton, Ohio  45342 
T  937 847-9100

Los Angeles 
Bel Air Investment Advisors 
1999 Avenue of the Stars  
Suite 3200 
Los Angeles, California  90067 
T  1 877 229-1500

EUROPE ASIA

London  
Fiera Capital (UK) Limited 
39 St James’s Street 
London, United Kingdom 
SW1A 1JD  
T  +44 20 7518 2100

Frankfurt 
Fiera Capital (UK) Limited 
Walther-von-Cronberg-Platz 13 
Frankfurt, Germany 
60594 
T  +49 69 9202 0750

Hong Kong
Clearwater Capital Partners
Suite 3205 
No. 9 Queen’s Road Central
Hong Kong
T  852-3713-4800

Singapore
Clearwater Capital Partners
6 Temasek Boulevard #38-03
Suntec Tower 4 
Singapore 038986 

The interior pages of this brochure were printed 
on 100% post-consumer recycled paper.
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